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The Department connues to shine brightly. Over the past few months, Helga
Hallgrimsdor became President of the Faculty Associaon. Professor Garry
Gray and Dean Catherine Krull joined the Department from Harvard and
Queen’s, respecvely. One of our ﬁrst graduates from the Ph.D. program, Dan
Grace, was appointed at the University of Toronto. Colleagues remain strong in publishing and
grant acquision. Student approval rangs have never been higher in the course evaluaon surveys. Last, but certainly not least, Ruth Kampen keeps producing a fantasc newsle0er.
Heading into the academic term, the Department is reviewing the graduate training program and
assessing opportunies for growth in the undergraduate curriculum. It promises to be a busy period. I hope everyone has a fabulous year. If nothing else, be sure to enjoy the kind weather we
are receiving. The rain will be here before you know it!
~Sean Hier
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The Sociology department would
like to extend a very warm welcome to Dr. Catherine Krull, the
new Dean of Social Sciences,
who began her 5-year term this
summer. Dean Krull is also a new member of
our department. Prior to joining UVic, Dr. Krull
was an Associate Dean of the Faculty of Arts
and Science and Professor of Sociology and
Cultural Studies at Queen's University. Her research/teaching areas include: 1) Lan America
with a speciﬁc focus on Cuba; 2) women's equity, family diversity and Canadian policies; 3)
reproducve polics (the la0er two have a
strong emphasis on indigenous issues) and 4)
immigraon, transnaonalism and internaonalism. Her work has been presented at numerous internaonal academic conferences and
published in a variety of disciplinary journals
and in various countries, including Social Forces,
Cuban Studies Series, Policy Studies, Psychology
of Women Quarterly, Annals of the Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons, Diplomacy and
Statecra and Sociological Inquiry. Recent
book publicaons include Cuba in Global Context: Interna&onal Rela&ons, Interna&onalism

and Transna&onalism
(2014); Rereading Women and the Cuban Revolu&on, (with Jean Stubbs, 2011); A Measure
of a Revolu&on: Cuba, 1959-2009 (with Soraya
Castro, 2010) and New World Coming: The
1960s and the Shaping of Global Consciousness (with Dubinsky, et al, 2009). Currently,
she is working on two monographs entled Genera&ons, Memory and Poli&cal Consciousness: Women’s Daily Life in Cuba and
the Cuban Diasporas in Canada and Europe
(with Jean Stubbs, University of London). A
new research project focuses on Entangled
US/Cuban Terrains: Memories of Guantanamo
(with Asa McKercher, Queen’s University).
She is past editor of Cuban Studies and current editor-in-chief of the Canadian Journal of
La&n American and Caribbean Studies.
We hope she feels at home in our department
and within the larger UVic community and
wish her much success in her new posion.
For more detailed informaon on Dr. Krull’s
research and publicaons, see the department’s website.
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Profile on New Faculty Member, Dr. Garry Gray
Can you tell us a li le about yourself – academic background/previous posion(s) before UVic?

What courses will you be teaching in the
Fall and Spring?

I spent the last three years (2011-2014) as a Postdoctoral
Research Fellow at the Edmond J. Safra Center for Ethics
at Harvard University. In the two years prior to that (20092011) I was a research fellow at the Harvard School of
Public Health. During my me at Harvard, I was also part
of a team of 5 researchers (represenng medicine, psychology, sociology, biomechanics and engineering) who co
-designed, taught and introduced into the curriculum a
new course on transdisciplinary research.

I am currently teaching Crime and Deviance, and in the spring I will teach Regula&on and Social Control and Qualita&ve Research Methods. I am also developing a possible future
course oﬀering on white-collar crime.

I completed my PhD in Sociology at the University of Toronto (2008) with comprehensive exams in crime and deviance and qualitave methods. My Master’s degree was
in Criminology from the University of Toronto.
What drew you to UVic? How do you see yourself “ﬁt” in
the department?
The University of Victoria is the top comprehensive university in Canada which is a0racve because I love both
teaching and research. The faculty members in the Department of Sociology are also extremely producve, producing many important publicaons. The faculty are
amazing, and have been really welcoming. I feel lucky to
have found such a nice ﬁt with such a wonderful group of
colleagues.
What is your current research program focused on?
I conduct research on the social organizaon of behavioural ethics inside instuons of public trust. I am connuing with this research here at UVic and also as a Network
Fellow at Harvard’s Center for Ethics. I’m parcularly interested in issues of integrity, trust, and implicit forms of
corrupng pracces inside organizaons and across professions. I am also involved in research that examines the
role of integrity in the pursuit of knowledge, and the inﬂuence of organizaonal culture on medical errors inside
hospital sengs.
My most recent publicaon, wri0en with Susan Silbey of
MIT, focuses on how people across the various hierarchies
and posions inside organizaons interpret and experience rules and regulaon. This work is being published in
the American Journal of Sociology.

What are you looking forward to about teaching and/or
why is teaching important to you?
My goal moving forward is to put a great deal of my research into pracce, and one key way to do this is to try to
inspire my students through research ﬁndings, and also
teaching them about how to conduct research and crically
reﬂect upon research pracces. There is a quote from Plutarch: “The mind is not a vessel to be ﬁlled, but a ﬁre to be
kindled” that has deeply inspired my teaching.
What do you hope that your students will remember long
a*er the ﬁnal exam?
My goal is to help students learn the key concepts and theorecal skills to evaluate public policy and laws. Everyone
seems to have an opinion on crime, so the queson becomes how one turns the conversaon around into an informed debate that draws on research and evidence. For
example, in my crime and deviance course, I am providing
guidance to my students on how to communicate criminological research to the general public. So, aMer they write a
tradional academic essay for me on a parcular criminological topic, they must then use that academically informed
piece of wring to develop a short Op-Ed geared towards
conveying the key messages of the research to a general
public audience.
How have you se led into life in Victoria so far?
Victoria is even more beauful than I imagined. It is an environment that is conducive to teaching, wring, and
knowledge discovery. I think that the natural beauty here
inspires a strong sense of curiosity and appreciaon for the
natural and social world. I’ve also started to discover many
of the wonderful hiking trails, and I enjoy taking daily walks
along the ocean and through Beacon Hill park with my
spouse and my dachshund, Chewie. I have even joined a
recreaonal hockey team! I feel that the city of Victoria and
the University of Victoria are extremely welcoming. I am
very happy to be here.
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Faculty News and Highlights

Undergraduate Rising Stars Awards

Karen Kobayashi was an invited keynote speaker at the
inaugural Forum 55+: Perspecves on the Future of
Senior Care Meeng in Poland. The conference took place in Warsaw on June
17, 2014. Her paper, Caring for People with Alzheimer’s Disease and Related Demen&as (ADRD): New
Trends and Research Observa&ons received media
a0enon in Poland. She has now established an
academic relaonship with researchers at Collegium
Medicum at Nicolaus Copernicus University in Bydgoszcz.

In May, Bill Carroll was elected Program Co-Chair for
the Society for Socialist Studies. He is busy organizing
the 2015 conference, to be held at the University of
O0awa. In addion, this summer, Bill became a Research Associate at UVic’s Instute for Studies & Innovaon in Community-University Engagement. Bill
organized and presided at the Economy and Society
sessions of the Internaonal Sociological Associaon
in Yokohama (July), where he ﬁnished his four year
term as Economy and Society President. Bill connues
as past president on the Economy and Society Execuve. He also was elected to the Execuve of the Internaonal Sociological Associaon’s Futures Research
Commi0ee.

Summer Research in China—Min Zhou
China and Japan are two important countries, but their
relaonship can be very turbulent due to historical and
territorial disputes. An-Japanese mass demonstraons have erupted in China periodically in recent
years. As part of the SSHRC-funded project on anJapanese social acvism in China, Hanning Wang (my
research assistant, current MA student) and I successfully conducted a large-scale survey in Beijing in June
2014. The purpose of this survey was to invesgate the
experience and movaon of Chinese college students’
parcipaon in an-Japanese acvism (e.g., street protests and consumer boyco0s). Eventually we would
like to use the collected data to reveal what social factors make individuals more prone to an-Japanese
acvism.
For this survey, Hanning and I recruited a survey team
from each of the three top Chinese universies—

Beijing (Peking) University, Tsinghua University, and
People’s (Renmin) University. Each survey team consisted of 5-7 people and surveyed 500 students from
their respecve university. Altogether the originally
planned sample size was 1500. We did strict straﬁed
sampling based on students’ dorms and also trained
recruited interviewers before the survey. Thanks to
careful pre-survey preparaons and responsible interviewers, 1458 completed quesonnaires were returned and 1033 of them were complete and valid.
We were extremely happy about this high response
rate!

BOSS has started organizing study
groups for ﬁrst year courses to

encourage ﬁrst year students to
ge/ng involved and to ease life
into their studies.

A big “thank you” to Hanning Wang! Her assistance
made the survey a smooth and successful one! We are
currently coding the collected quesonnaires and analyzing the data. Based on the analysis, we will start
wring our ﬁrst paper shortly.

The Transgender Archives Book
Aaron Devor, founder and Academic Director of the Transgender archives, has recently published a
book under the University Libraries’ imprint, The Transgender Archives: Founda&ons for the Future.
This book showcases and celebrates the transgender history found at the Transgender Archives,
held at UVic, which is the largest collecon of transgender archival materials in the world.
The Transgender Archives: Founda&ons for the Future provides historical context for the collecons from the
19th century to the present day, recounng the origins of the Transgender Archives and highlighng its range of
books, periodicals, personal papers, organizaonal records, media and ephemera.
The book is accessible as a PDF via an Open Access, Creave Commons license, through the University Librarian’s
oﬃce at: h0p://www.uvic.ca/library/about/ul/publicaons/
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Recent Research Grants
Aaron Devor
$254,000 SSHRC grant
LGBTQ Oral History Digital Collaboratory Project
Web: h0p://www.elspethbrown.org/page/lgbtq-oralhistory-digital-collaboratory.
2014-2019
André Smith
$7,000. Internal Research Grant
An&psycho&c prescribing for persons with demen&a in
residen&al care: A focus on caregivers’ experiences and
concerns
Bill Carroll
$20,000 SSHRC Planning Grant
Mapping the power of the carbon-extrac&ve corporate
resource sector.
A partnership project to be hosted at UVic.
Cecilia Benoit
$100,000. CIHR Operang grant
Socio-Cultural and Environmental Health Risks and Resilience among Street-Based Women and Transgender Sex
Workers.
Orchard, T., Benoit, C. co-PIs
2014-2015
$10,000. CIHR Planning and Disseminaon Grant– Instute Community Support program
Building on the Evidence: An Interna&onal Symposium on
Sex Work in Canada.
Benoit, C.,PI
Garry Gray
$16,100. Edmond J. Safra Center for Ethics, Harvard
The Social Organiza&on of Behavioral Ethics
Summer/Fall 2014
$11,460. Network Fellowship at the Edmond J. Safra
Center for Ethics, Harvard University.
2014 - 2015

Karen Kobayashi
$25,000. CIHR, Planning Grant
Partnering to Promote Health Care Equity for Ethnic Minority Older Adults.
Co-Invesgator (PI: Sharon Koehn)
$6,3000. SSHRC funded Populaon Change and Lifecourse
Strategic Knowledge Cluster Grant
(In)Visible Minori&es in Canadian Health Data and Research.
Co-PI with Sharon Lee.
$10,000. Vancouver Foundaon Development Fund Grant
Demen&a Outreach with Ethno-cultural Minority Communi&es: Addressing Issues of Culture, S&gma and Social Isola&on.
Co-PI with Cathy Makihara (Nikkei Seniors Housing Society). André Smith and Mushira Khan are on research team.
Oct 2014—Oct 2015
Neena Chappell
$948,832. Canadian Consorum on Neurodegeneraon
and Aging Grant
Demen&a Family Caregivers who are Employed in the
Canadian Workforce
PI: Joel Sadavoy, N Chappell: Co-invesgator with others
2014 - 2019
Zheng Wu
$164,000. SSHRC Insight Grant
Cohabita&on among Canadians in mid- and late- life: A
Na&onal Portrait, 1981-2011.
Zheng Wu, PI; Margaret J. Penning, Neena L.
Chappell, and Feng Hou CIs
2014-2017
$200,000 RMB. Naonal Social Science Foundaon of
China (Operang Grant).
Cross-seconal study of health and aging in rural China.
Weihong Zeng, PI; Zheng Wu CI
2014-17

Post-Doctoral student, Kate Roland, has received a 2-year Michael Smith FHR postdoctoral award
that will fully begin in September (MSFHR has been topping up her CIHR grant for the past year). This
grant is for her research "Unique contributors to caregiver well-being across neurodegenerave
diseases that present with demena.“ Kate has authored a paper with Neena Chappell, her post-doc
supervisor, in Ageing & Society. This fall Kate will be presenng at various conferences including CAG,
GSA and the Internaonal Conference for Alzheimer’s disease and Associated Demenas in Valencia,
Spain.
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For the last several months I have been working on an
interesng project to adapt an American, open source,
introductory sociology textbook for Canadian students,
with Canadian material and data. The original textbook
was produced for OpenStax College, a non-proﬁt organizaon aﬃliated with Rice University in Houston Texas.
The OpenStax website states that their mission is to provide free, open source textbooks on a variety of topics
through Creave Commons A0ribuon Licenses. In this
case, OpenStax engaged a number of US sociologists to
write the American version of the book. This edion is
freely available and easy to ﬁnd through the OpenStax
website, BCcampus, openculture.com, and similar sites.
The Canadian adaptaon I worked on was sponsored
through the BCcampus Open Textbook Project. It is part
of their ongoing contract with the BC Ministry of Advanced Educaon to produce 40 textbook adaptaons
for BC students in an eﬀort to provide cheaper and easiBOSS Update
er access to higher educaon in the province. (h0p://
open.bccampus.ca/ﬁnd-open-textbooks/?
uuid=43cd1346-348f-4153-9f395270fd965ac8&contributor=&keyword=&subject=Sociol
ogy). The book will be provided free of charge to stu-

dents who wish to access it digitally, or for a
nominal charge for a paper version. Moreover, as an open access educaonal resource, the book can be freely modiﬁed by
instructors who wish to add, subtract, adapt
or update content to suit their parcular purposes, done
through a fairly simple soMware interface.
The point of the Open Source movement is to decommodify knowledge and make it as free and accessible as possible. As such, I felt that adapng this Introduc&on to Sociology textbook was a worthy project. I can’t say it has always been a pleasant project, however. It’s been several
hundred pages of pre0y grueling work. It seemed to me
that whenever the authors had a decision to make between making the text interesng, detailed or contemporary, or making it feeble, abstract or dated, they chose the
la0er. Although the budget was not there for it, I worked
diligently to provide a stronger analycal framework for
the book but ulmately came away with an increased respect for textbook authors. The book is due to be released
through BCcampus at the end of September. It should be
available then to see on their website (h0p://
bccampus.ca/open-textbook-project/) for those who are
interested. ~ Bill Li+le
BOSS has started organizing study
groups for ﬁrst year courses to

encourage ﬁrst year students to

ge/ng involved and to ease life
into their studies.

New Director of Human Dimensions of Climate Change
Martha McMahon is the new director of the Human Dimensions of Climate Change (HDCC) program. This undergraduate interdisciplinary minor program was established in 2009. HDCC recognizes that climate change involves complex
networks of inseparable natural and human problems. Policy discussion about climate change has tended to come
mainly from the natural sciences and economics but HDCC recognize that the social sciences, arts and humanies have
key contribuons to make both to understanding the causes of human induced climate change and responding to it, as
well as the inadequacy of current responses. Not least of these contribuons is sociological work on how sociees are
organized as high carbon-economy-society systems (some use the term carbon military-industrial complex) and need
to be reorganized as low carbon. Here relaons of power, gender, inequality etc. that are oMen invisible in scienﬁc
accounts become indispensable to analysis. No lesser a well know and proliﬁc sociologist than Anthony Giddens has
weighed in with a book on the polics of climate change and John Urry has recently outlined “10 commandments”
which seek to place sociology within the urgent academic and policy debates around climate change.
HDCC is profoundly interdisciplinary if not trans-disciplinary and draws from the disciplines of psychology, economics,
geography, anthropology, law, philosophy, polical science, sociology, business, environmental studies and others. In
addion, it works closely with the Paciﬁc Instute for Climate Soluons. Eﬀecve policy dealing with climate change
will require a transformaon of how we think about the issues. Employers will increasingly want graduates who know
something about the human aspects of climate change. The responsibilies and challenges of cizenship will require it.
As it stands now, the program includes two courses of its own: HDCC 200: A team-taught survey introducon
(Prerequisite is GEOG/EOS 110, or permission of the Director) and HDCC 400: A capstone course with projects designed and conducted by students with faculty guidance, and 16 elecve courses, from which 6 units must be taken to
complete the minor. The program plans to expand its core oﬀerings in the years to come. For addional informaon
see: h0p://web.uvic.ca/hdcc/
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Recent MA Grads
Who: Denise Mahon (May 2014)
Thesis: The Inﬂuence of Civil Remedies and Proceeds of
Crime Grant Programs on Canadian Streetscape Camera Surveillance Systems: Lessons from Six Cies in Ontario
Supervisor: Sean Hier

Who: Mushira Khan (August 2014)
Thesis: Negoang Tricky Territories: Filial obligaon, caregiving experiences and processes of
acculturaon among recently-landed South Asian
immigrant women
Supervisor: Karen Kobayashi

Who: Martha Jansenberger (July 2014)
Thesis: Legally Blind People's Experiences of Sgma in
the Context of the Labour Market: Stories of Adaptaon and Resistance
Supervisor: Cecilia Benoit

Who: Albrecht Berg (August 2014)
Thesis: Gezi Spirit on Russian Streets? The Emergence
and Potenal of Russia's Contemporary LeM
Supervisor: Peyman Vahabzadeh

Welcome New Graduate Students!
PhD Students:
Robert Duncan (recently transferred in from the MA to
PhD program) -supervisor Helga Hallgrimsdor
Mushira Khan—supervisor Karen Kobayashi
Michael Lang—supervisor Bill Carroll
Grace (Zhuolin) Li—supervisor Zheng Wu
Sara Naderi—co-supervisors Bill Carroll & Dorothy Smith

MA Students:
Ashley Berard—supervisor André Smith
Ryan Butler—supervisor Bill Carroll
Kaitlyn Fraser—supervisor Martha McMahon
Wrenna (Veronica) Robertson—supervisor Sean Hier
Nicola Temmel—supervisor Sean Hier
James Watkins—supervisor Zheng Wu

Current Graduate Student News
Logan Macnair is in his second year of the
Master’s program. He has ﬁnished all of
his course work and defended his thesis
proposal this summer. This fall he will be
working on his thesis, entled, “Mourning
2.0: Experiences of Death, Memorializaon and Bereavement on Facebook”, supervised by Steve Garlick. In addion,
Logan will be doing TA work as well as tutoring for the
Resource Centre for Students with Disabilies (RCSD).
I am compleng my second year of studies in the Master's Program. My areas of research interest include the
social dimensions of health, vulnerable populaons,
HIV/AIDS, social movements, and the European Union. I
was fortunate to have the opportunity to present the
results of parcipant interviews, which were gathered in
Iceland in 2012 and 2013, at the annual conference of
the Nordic Sociological Associaon in Sweden this past
summer. My Master's research takes as its core focus
the criminalizaon of HIV-nondisclosure in Canada.
~Bryan Benner

Gaelle Nicolussi, a third year MA student in the department, has been working on a quantave research project
under the supervision of Doug Baer. She plans on defending her extended essay, tled "Atude towards Inequality
and Public Funding in Health Care: Invesgang Religiosity
in Eight Western Naons", by the end of the Fall.
Jacqueline Quinless (PhD) defended her first comp this
Spring and is currently studying for her second one. In
June, she attended the Global Studies Conference in China.
She recently published a quantitative paper, “Family Matters": Household Size in Relation to the Aboriginal Children's Well-Being in Aboriginal Policy Studies and has submitted another paper, Indigenous Well-Being in Canada:
Understanding Sustainability in the Context
of Knowledge Networks, Community Cohesion and Interconnectedness in the Global
Studies Journal, which is under review. She
is also working on a book Chapter on Applied
Sociology for The Cambridge Handbook of
Sociology and have a contract with Cambridge University Press.
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I began studying Sociology at UVic in September 2010
and completed my BA in Spring 2012. Social theory and
research methods inspired me to pursue further studies and I began the MA program in September 2012.
My Master’s research explored the feminizaon of care
work in immigrant families, and the complexies inherent in intergeneraonal relaonships within the diasporic South Asian community. Over the past two
years I worked as a TA for numerous courses which
provided the opportunity to deliver guest lectures on
occasion. I found the TA work rewarding and parcularly enjoyed interacng with students. In addion, I
have gained valuable experience working on several
SSHRC and CIHR funded projects as a research assistant. I defended my thesis on August 25, 2014 and am
very excited to begin the PhD program this fall. Under
Dr. Karen Kobayashi’s supervision, my PhD research
will
to explore the ways in which structural
BOSSconnue
Update
barriers and the mulple intersecons among various axes of
inequality are represented in
the subjecve lived experiences
and everyday interacons of
immigrant South Asian
women.
Karen and Mushira celebra&ng
~Mushira Khan
her successful defense.

My name is Hanning Wang, and I am a second-year
MA student. My research interests are social movements and collecve acon. I am very honored to
work with Prof. Min Zhou on his SSHRC project studying an-Japanese social acvism in China. As a former
undergraduate student studying in Beijing for four
years, I was glad to go back there this summer to conduct a survey among three universies - Beijing
(Peking) University, Tsinghua University, and People's
(Renmin) University. The familiarity with these universies helped us to comprehensively collect student
dorm informaon – we used straﬁed sampling and
systemac sampling among 69,744 students living in
84 student dorm buildings. With the great help of 17
responsible interviewers, the survey procedure fulﬁlled our expectaons very well. Now we are looking
forward to invesgang our ﬁnding on Beijing students’ parcipaon in an-Japanese demonstraons.
Being part of the whole process, from quesonnaire
design, sampling, interviewer recruitment to data coding and analysis is deﬁnitely a wonderful opportunity
for me to contribute what I have learned in the program and to learn more from Prof. Zhou. Thanks to
Prof. Zhou for leng me have this valuable sociological research experience!

Blair Wilkinson started his PhD in September 2010 and
anticipates completing the program by the end of
spring 2015. His dissertation investigates the work of
university security personnel and how this work is influenced by the university organizational culture. The dissertation draws upon Blair’s fieldwork, which included
interviews with 56 people and almost 250 hours of observations on five university campuses across Canada.
The dissertation is supervised by Sean Hier.

I am currently working on my dissertation “The social
structural production of risk behaviour among marginalized drug users: a comparison of injection drug users
and non-injection drug users”, supervised by Cecilia
Benoit. The study is exploring how the lives of drug
users in Vancouver’s downtown east side are shaped
by broader socio-political structures. I’m also interested in comparing people who inject drugs with people
who do not inject but use drugs by other methods in
terms of risk behaviours, social networks, and other
socio-cultural factors. It’s a mixed-methods project,
involving a quantitative survey and an in-depth semistructured interview. Right now I’m in the middle of
data collection, interviewing study participants in the
downtown east side.

Since the start of his PhD he has published three, coauthored arcles, one sole-authored chapter and presented at various conferences. This summer he taught
his ﬁrst course for the department, Soci306: Crime and
Deviance. He found the 6 week course to be a great
learning experience and very rewarding. He hopes the
students felt the same way. This fall he will be working
on his dissertaon chapters as well as TAing.

BOSS has started organizing study
groups for ﬁrst year courses to

encourage ﬁrst year students to

ge/ng involved and to ease life
into their studies.

I am a CARBC aﬃliated grad student and RA and I was
recently interviewed by CBC radio about prescripon
heroin. http://uvic.us6.list-manage.com/track/click?
u=acddebd9f9fe5389092716b28&id=623abbdd70&e=
68b50705a2
~Andrew Ivsins
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Where are they Now? Graduate Alumni News
In February 2015, Dr. Daniel Grace will begin his new
role as an Assistant Professor at the Dalla Lana School of
Public Health, University of Toronto. AMer ﬁnishing his
PhD in Sociology 2012, Daniel was a Postdoctoral Research Fellow at the University of Brish Columbia, Faculty of Medicine. Since that me Daniel has connued
postdoctoral research in the UK at the London School of
Hygiene & Tropical Medicine, Faculty of Public Health
and Policy.
Geoﬀ Zachernuk (MA, 2012) is currently involved in
landscaping and renovaon work in Victoria. At mes
the renovaons involve asbestos removal.
Since graduaon Amy Cox (MA, 2010) has been busy
working as a research assistant in the Faculty of Nursing
for Dr. Marjorie McDonald, Dr. Gweneth Doane, Dr. Kelli
Stajudhar, and Dr. Bernie Pauly, on many diﬀerent projects within the health ﬁeld, spanning End of Life Care,
Homelessness and Health, to Public Health and
Knowledge to Acon. AMer three years in Nursing and at
the Centre on Aging, she is happy to be back 'home' in
Sociology, where she has been working with Ruth
Kampen on Karen Kobayashi's research project evaluang a Residenal Care Delivery Model change in
the Fraser Health Authority. In June
of this year she completed a 1000
hour teacher training program, and
now teaches Bikram Yoga in Saanich
and Sidney.
Edward White completed his MA in 2013 and enjoys
being in the department so much he hasn’t leM! Over
the last three summers he has worked as a line cook at
Mt. Washington Alpine Resort in Courtney. Last school
year he was the tutorial coordinator or wrangler. He is
pleased to be back working in the department this fall as
the TA Coordinator and Consultant. During this 9 month
contract Edward will provide tutorial support for Soci100A and Soci100B TAs and will assist Bruce Ravelli
with the overall administraon and smooth running of
this program. In addion, he is a resource and for graduate students who TA for other courses. The coﬀee pot is
on whenever he is in his oﬃce so grad students and
faculty are welcome to stop by and say hello (Cor A331).
Edward enjoys cooking and baking so departmental
members oMen get to enjoy the fruits of his labour.

I am starng year three of my PhD at York University,
in the sociology department (of course). While I have
yet to defend my proposal, my research will focus on
the male cruising culture (men seeking men in public,
for sex… in public).
Interesngly, my preliminary ﬁeld work and interviews
challenge the noon of the Cruiser as an isolated, closeted, 'gay’ male. Rather than expressing feelings of
shame or a need to hide their acvies from others,
inial research indicates that some Cruisers are quite
eager to talk about their experiences. This has led me
to consider the possibility of 'pleasure-cruising' as a
quasi-counter-conduct. Simply put, I suggest that if
we want to learn about cruising, we should start by
talking to Cruisers about cruising. This approach is
surprisingly lacking in most of the research on cruising. More complicatedly put, I will draw on Foucault’s
analyc of governmentality to understand how power
is exercised through (heterotopic) space and (dividing)
pracces.
I have recently presented on this work at the Society
for the Study of Social Problems 2014 conference in
San Francisco, tled, “I’m Not a Special Snowﬂake:”
The Conduct of Public Sex. The forty minute queson
period was rapid-ﬁre.
I’ve also presented on some updated work at the CSA
this year, tled, “A Queer Exploraon into the
‘Authencity’ of (Virtual) Sex.” It was great to see
some old UVic friends and meet some of the subsequent cohorts. They made my breakfasts a lot more
interesng.
And a bit of personal info - Dennis and I are sll together as he has been unable to trade me in for a
newer model. My daughter’s entering grade 7 (as well
as the ‘I’m smarter than you' phase). And, we’ve added a 7 year old son to our non-normave family unit.
~Dann Hoxsey

A recent family portrait.
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The Bureau of Sociology Students (BOSS) is a collecve of students from the Sociology Department
at the University of Victoria.
As a student-run organizaon governed by UVSS policy, our aim is to promote the study of sociology, to foster a sense of community on campus and, to create a posive and inclusive environment
for sociology students by promong both social and academic experiences. BOSS coordinates a
number of events throughout the year, including movie nights, study groups, and informaon sessions, mixers and
pub crawls, and organizes group a0endance at lectures and informaon sessions.
Working with the faculty and staﬀ, BOSS hopes to provide sociology students with the resources needed to succeed
at the undergraduate level and beyond. The Bureau of Sociology Students is a great way to become involved on campus and oﬀers students a forum to engage with sociologically relevant material outside the classroom. Fun social
events are planned as well. Last year, these events included ice skang and two Social Nights held in night clubs.
Membership is open to any and all students taking an undergraduate-level sociology class during the year.
Students are encouraged to join our Facebook group or send us an email with any thoughts you may have.
Weekly
BOSS meengs will be held Tuesdays at 1:30 in COR A121. If you are interested in geng involved or would
BOSS Update
like to provide input on upcoming events, feel free to drop by!
BOSS has started organizing study
groups for ﬁrst year courses to

Honours Program

encourage ﬁrst year students to
ge/ng involved and to ease life
into their studies.

The Sociology honours program offers dedicated undergraduate students the opportunity to engage in original, innovative, cutting-edge research under the supervision of a full-time faculty member. The program provides a high
level of training in critical reading, writing, and thinking.
Seven students are entering the program this year. Stay posted for more information on their research projects in
the next newsletter. Also, congratulations to Jason Miller, Renay Maurice and Zachary Lewis for receiving a Jamie
Cassels Undergraduate Research Award (JCURA) for 2014-2015. This award supports exceponal students wanng
to engage in research, typically within an Honours program.

QuesBons?

Congrats!

Dr. Dorothy Smith was award
an honorary doctorate by the
University of Edinburgh in
July.

Isabela Vera (BA, Honours, 2014) received the Alan B.
Hedley Award for best Honours thesis.
Hanning Wang, is this year's winner of the Centre for
Asia-Paciﬁc Iniaves (CAPI) Student Essay Compeon, for her paper, “An Alternave State-Centric Explanaon of Chinese Cizens¹ Preference of the Xinfang System”.

Departmental members to contact if you have quesons
or concerns regarding our programs:
Bruce Ravelli—Undergrad Advisor
André Smith—Honours Advisor & Co-op REp
Karen Kobayashi—Grad Advisor
Edward White—TA Coordinator & Consultant
And of course, the always helpful and
friendly oﬃce staﬀ:
Carole Rains— Department Secretary
Zoe Lu—Graduate Secretary
Aileen Chong— Oﬃce Receponist

Department of Sociology
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Undergraduate Co-op Program
Sociology Co-op: What’s in your Future?
How does a degree in Sociology prepare you for life aMer graduaon? As a Sociology student you are developing
skills and competencies that employers look for but how do you make that bridge between university and work once
you graduate? Sociology Co-op can help! As a sociology co-op student you can combine full-me work experiences
into your degree program.
This summer, Sociology Co-op student Rheana Slack completed a co-op term with LifeCycles Project
Society. She had li0le previous experience but by the end of the term she was wring policies, compiling organizaonal stascs, wring reports, working with databases, facilitang staﬀ meengs, and
organizing tours for LifeCycle’s funding representaves. “It was a busy summer and a fantas&c one. I
feel more conﬁdent with my abili&es, focused, and excited for my next work term.”

David Bakvis graduated with a Sociology co-op degree which included work term experiences with
the BC Ministry of Health, Literacy Victoria and Red Seal Recruing. Now working in Communicaons with TD Bank David oﬀers this advice “sociology really expands your way of thinking. It enables you to more easily get a grip on other people's perspec&ves. Take advantage of co-op – the
program helped me to iden&fy my strengths and what kind of work I wanted to do long term.”
To apply to the program
If you’re in at least second year and have a B average, you are eligible for the Sociology Co-op Program. The deadline
for applicaons is September 20th. Download an applicaon form (http://www.uvic.ca/coopandcareer/assets/forms/
pdf/ss_application%20form.pdf) or pick one up from the Social Science Co-op Office in DTB A204. Please visit the
Sociology Coop website for further informaon (h0p://www.uvic.ca/coopandcareer/studentsalumni/coop/
programs/soci/index.php) or contact André Smith, Sociology Co-op representave.

Co-op and Career Fair

Pet Pictures

When: September 23 & 24, 2014
10am-3:30pm
Where: Michele Pujol Room, SUB
Looking for work? Exploring career opons? Connect
with over 50 employers from a wide range of organizaons at the UVic Co-op and Career Fair. Talk to professionals in your ﬁeld and companies that are acvely
recruing students and grads. Don't forget your
résumé!
Our Career Services team will be on site across the hall
in the Upper Lounge to help you research employers
at the fair, give you résumé feedback and help you
prepare quesons to ask company reps.
This event is open to
current students and
alumni.

Garry’s imposing dachshund
“guard dog” Chewie.

Andre’s dog, Kuper, wants to
know where his kibbles and
bits have gone.

Gaelle’s dog Saxy has enjoyed
aMending numerous classes
over the years— perhaps she
will get an honorary degree?
(also pictured are Lei Chai and
Rudy Scherban)
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Undergraduate Rising Stars Awards

Faculty, adjunct professor, sessional instructor and (former) graduate student names are highlighted
Atchison, C., Benoit, C., Casey, L., Jansson, M., McCarthy, B., Phillips, R.; Reimer, B., R., Reist, D., & Shaver, F. Bill C
-36 and the views of people involved in the Canadian sex industry. 2014. Brief submi0ed to the Standing Commi0ee on Jusce and Human Rights Government of Canada.
Benoit, C. 2014. “The state of midwifery and maternal health in Canada.” Transi&on.
Butler, K., & Benoit, C. 2014. “Cizenship pracces among youth who have experienced government care.” Canadian Journal of Sociology.
Benoit, C., McCarthy, B. & Jansson, M. 2014. “Sgma, sex work, and substance use: A comparave analysis.” Sociology of Health & Illness.
McCarthy, B., Benoit, C. & Jansson, M. 2014. “Factors linked to selecon into sex work: A comparave study of
three service occupaons.” Archives of Sexual Behavior. DOI 10.1007/s10508-014-0281-7.
Benoit, C., Stengel, C., Marcellus, L., HallgrimsdoGr, H., Anderson, J., MacKinnon, K., Phillips, R., & Dearman, S.
2014. “Providers’ construcons of pregnant and early parenng women who use substances.” In Cohen, S. (Ed.).
From Health Behaviours to Health Prac&ces: Cri&cal Perspec&ves. London: Wiley Blackwell.
BOSS has started organizing study
groups for ﬁrst year courses to

Sotskova, A., Benoit, C., Casey, L., Pauly, B., Konkoly Thege, B. 2014. “Applying an existenal-humanisc framework as a transdisciplinary bridge for addressing challenges in substance use and its intersecons. “In Greaves, L.,
Poole, N., Boyle, E. (Ed). The Alchemy of Transdisciplinarity: Addic&on, Gender, Trauma. Routledge.

encourage ﬁrst year students to
ge/ng involved and to ease life
into their studies.

Benoit, C. & Carroll, D. 2014. “Being there for pregnant women: Canadian midwives in Aboriginal and se0ler communies.” In C.Torri & J. Hornosty (Eds.). Complementary and Alterna&ve Medicine: Tradi&onal Medicine and
Reproduc&ve Health. Toronto, Ont.: Canadian Scholars’ Press.
Benoit, C., Jansson, M. Phillips, R., HallgrimsdoGr, H. & Vallance, K. 2014. “Social determinants of injecon drug
use among a community sample of sex workers: Intersecons of structure and agency across the life course.” In C.
Varcoe, O. Hankivsky & M. Morrow (Eds.). Women's health in Canada: Cri&cal theory, policy and prac&ce (2nd ed.).
Toronto: University of Toronto Press.
Benoit, C., Shumka, L., Phillips, R., Kennedy, M., Belle-Isle, L. 2014. Issue brief: Enhancing Knowledge to Take Ac&on on Sexual Violence Against Women in Canada. Prepared for the Status of Women Canada. O0awa, Ontario.
Carroll, Bill & Sapinski, JP . “The Global Corporate Elite and the Transnaonal Policy-Planning Network, 19962006: A Structural Analysis.” Pp. 233-64 in Peter J. Carrington (ed.), Applica&ons of Social Network Analysis. London: Sage Publicaons, vol. 3.
Carroll, Bill & Huxtable, D. “Building Capacity for Alternave Knowledge: The Canadian Centre for Policy Alternaves,” Canadian Review of Social Policy 70: 93-111.
Carroll, Bill. 2014. Review of Richardson, Kakabadse & Kakabadse, “Bilderberg People: Elite power and consensus
in world aﬀairs “(New York: Routledge, 2011), in Journal of World-Systems Research 20(1): 144-6.
Carroll, Bill. 2014. Review of Joel D. Harden, “Quiet No More: New Polical Acvism in Canada and Around the
Globe “(Toronto: Lorimer, 2013), in Socialist Studies 10(1):209-11.
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Chappell, N.L., Dujela, C., & Smith, A.P. (forthcoming). “Spouse/adult Child Diﬀerences in Caregiving Burden.“ Canadian
Journal on Aging.
Chappell, N.L., Kadlec, H., & Reid, C. 2014. “Change and Predictors of Change in Social Skills of Nursing Home Residents
with Demena. “ American Journal of Alzheimer’s Disease and Other Demen&as 29(1), 23-31.
doi:10.1177/1533317513505129
Chappell, N.L., & Funk, L.M. 2014. “Social Capital and Health Inequies,” In: A.C. Michalos, ed. Encyclopedia of Quality of
Life and Well-Being Research. Springer.
Funk, L. & Kobayashi, K.M. 2014. “From Movaons to Accounts: An Interpreve Analysis of ‘Living Apart Together’ Relaonships in Mid- to Later- Life Couples.” Journal of Family Issues. Advance online publicaon. doi:
2014/04/06/0192513X14529432
Garlick, Steve. 2014. “The Biopolics of Masturbaon: Masculinity, Complexity, and Security’” Body & Society 20 (2): 4467.
Gray, G., & Silbey, S. 2014. “Governing inside the Organizaon: Interpreng Regulaon and Compliance.” American Journal of Sociology.
Griﬃth, Alison & Dorothy E Smith. 2014. Under New Public Management: Ins&tu&onal ethnographies of changing frontline work, University of Toronto Press.
Kadowski, L., Wister, A., & Chappell, N.L. (forthcoming). “Home Care Needs and their Inﬂuence on Life Sasfacon, Perceived Life Stress, and Loneliness.” Canadian Journal on Aging.
Kobayashi, K.M. & Kampen, R. (forthcoming). “Cohabitaon.” In S. Quah (ed.) Handbook of Families in Asia (pp. TBA).
London: Routledge.
Merri+, O.G. & Chappell, N.L. (forthcoming). “The World Bank’s discourse on social inequality: A policy of appeasement?” Interna&onal Journal of Social Science Studies.
Penning, Margaret J. & Zheng Wu. 2014. “Marital Status, Childlessness, and Social Support among Older Canadians.”
Canadian Journal on Aging.
Reid, R.C., & Chappell, N.L. (forthcoming). “Family involvement in nursing homes: are families geng what they want?”
Journal of Applied Gerontology.
Roddick, Manda. 2014. “Youth Volunteer Stories about Internaonal Development: Challenges of Public Engagement
Campaigns” In R Tiessen and R. Huish (ed). GlobetroPng or Global ci&zenship? Perils and Poten&al of Interna&onal Experien&al Learning. Toronto: University of Toronto Press.
Roland, K., & Chappell, N.L. (forthcoming). “A Typology of Caregiving Across Neurodegenerave Disease Presenng with
Demena.” Ageing & Society.
Roth, E., Ngugli, E., Benoit, C., HallgrimsdoGr, H. & Jansson, M. 2014. “A reasoned acon model of male client involvement in commercial sex work in Kibera, a large informal se0lement in Nairobi, Kenya.” Human Organiza&on.73, 174-182.
Singer, S., Hayes, J., Gray, G., & Kiang, M. 2014. “Making Time for Learning-Oriented Leadership in Muldisciplinary Hospital Management Groups.” Healthcare Management Review.
Smith, Dorothy E & Susan M Turner. 2014. Incorpora&ng Texts into Ins&tu&onal Ethnographies. Toronto: University of
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Toronto Press.
Wei Guo, Zheng Wu, Christoph M. Schimmele, & Xiaoying Zheng. 2014. “Condom Use at Sexual Debut among Chinese
Youth.” Journal of Biosocial Science. 46(2), 139-154.
Zheng Wu, Christoph M. Schimmele, & Nadia Ouellet. 2014. “Repartnering aMer Widowhood.” Journals of Gerontology: Social Sciences.
Zhou, Min. (forthcoming). “Signaling Commitments, Making Concessions: Democrazaon and State Raﬁcaon of Internaonal Human Rights Treaes, 1966-2006.” Ra&onality and Society.

Presentations (Conference Papers/Invited/Guest Speaker/Posters)
Almond, P., & Gray, G. Frontline Safety: Understanding the Workplace as a Site of Regulatory Engagement. Law and
Society Associaon Meengs. Minneapolis, MN. May 2014.
Benoit, C., McCarthy, B., Jansson, M. La s&gma&sa&on, le secteur des services et l’usage des drogues: analyse compara&ve de deux villes, deux pay. 82e Congrès de l'ACFAS. Concordia University, May 12, 2014.
Benoit, C., McCarthy, B., Jansson, M. S&gma as a Fundamental Cause of Health Inequi&es among Sex Workers. QICSS/
CIQSS 2014 Conference Social policy and health inequalies: An internaonal perspecve. Montreal, Quebec, May 7-9,
2014.
Benoit, C., Jansson, M., Kennedy, M.C., Ouellet, N. Sex workers’ views on whether Canada’s pros&tu&on laws promote
or inhibit their health and safety. Fourth Biennial Bilingual Conference of the Canadian Society for Sociology of Health.
Montreal, Quebec, May 5-6, 2014.
Benoit, C. Chair on Special panel on sociological inequi&es in maternal health. Fourth Biennial Bilingual Conference of
the Canadian Society for Sociology of Health. Montreal, Quebec, May 5-6, 2014.
Benoit, C., & Kennedy, M.C. Male sex workers’ experiences on healthcare quality & safety as they navigate intersec&ng
s&gmas. MEN'SCAPES 2014: Reshaping the terrain of men’s lives on Vancouver Island, Victoria, BC. April 4, 2014.
Carroll, Bill. Ac&vists’ Understandings of the Crisis of 2008. Presented at the workshop on Crises of Capitalism and LeM
Reponses, Ros Luxemburg Foundaon, Johannesburg Oﬃce, August 2014.
Carroll, Bill. Modes of Cogni&ve Praxis in Alterna&ve Policy Groups. Presented at the World Congress of Sociology, Yokohama, July 2014.
Carroll, Bill. Interna&onal Networks of Banks and Industry Revisited: the ﬁnancial crisis. Presented at the World Congress of Sociology, Yokohama, July 2014, with Eelke Heemskerk and Meindert Fennema as co-authors.
Carroll, Bill. Transna&onal Alterna&ve Policy Groups in Global Civil Society: Enablers of post-capitalist alterna&ves or
carriers of NGOiza&on? Presented to the Society for Socialist Studies Annual Meeng,, Brock University, St. Catharines
ON, June, 2014 with J.P. Sapinski as co-author.
Carroll, Bill. The rich ambiguity of poli&cal sociology in Canada. Presented to the annual meeng for the Canadian Sociological Associaon, Brock University, St. Catharines ON, June. 2014
Carroll, Bill. Whither the transna&onal capitalist class? Invited paper presented to the Internaonal Studies Associaon, Toronto, March 2014.
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Chappell, Neena. Keynote: Why Caregiver’s Ins&tu&onalize Family Members; Examining Gender and Rela&onship Intersec&ons. European Society for Health and Medical Sociology, Helsinki, Finland. August 2014.
Chappell, Neena. Keynote: Family Caregiving to Older Adults, Luther Court Society, Victoria, May 2014.
Chappell, Neena. Keynote: Intersec&ng Inequali&es, Implica&ons for Caregivers. 6th Internaonal Social & Applied Gerontology Symposium; Aging & Caregiving in the 21st Century, Antalya, Turkey, October 2014.
Gaspard, G., Kampen, R., Kobayashi, K.M., Cox, A., Clouer, D., Taylor, D & Cook, H. Rick and Choice: Whose Voices
MaMer? Presented at the Geronotological Nursing Associaon of BC Annual Meengs, Victoria, BC, April 4, 2014.
Gray, G. Interpre&ng Regula&on and Compliance: Insights for Legal Empowerment. Legal Empowerment, Power, and Regulaon Conference. Diponegoro University, Semarang, Indonesia. June 2014.
Gray, G., & Singer, S. Sociocultural Causes of Medical Errors: Examining the Social Organiza&on of Pa&ent Safety Voice.
Law and Society Associaon Meengs. Minneapolis, MN. May 2014.
Gray, G., & Mailloux, C. The Prac&ces of Academic Integrity. Edmond J. Safra Center for Ethics Seminar. Harvard University. Cambridge, MA. April 2014.
Gray, G. Ins&tu&onal Corrup&on and Academic Integrity. Guest Speaker. Ethical Reasoning 36: Instuonal Corrupon
Course, Harvard University. Cambridge, MA. April 2014.
Jansson, M., Benoit, C., Kennedy, M.C., Ouellet, N. Love the one you’re with: How sex workers are supported by their
partners. Fourth Biennial Bilingual Conference of the Canadian Society for Sociology of Health. Montreal, Quebec, May 56, 2014.
Kennedy, M.C., Benoit, C., Jansson, M., Ouellet, N., Magnuson, D. They make me happy and are always there for me:
Social rela&onships and the mental health and well-being of street-involved youth. Fourth Biennial Bilingual Conference
of the Canadian Society for Sociology of Health. Montreal, Quebec, May 5-6, 2014.
Kobayashi, K.M., Cox, A., Kampen, R, Clouer, D, Taylor, D, Gaspard, G, & Cook, H. From the Individual to the Rela&onal:
Reframing Concep&ons of Person-Centred Care in Residen&al Care Facili&es. Presented at the Canadian Sociological Associaon Annual Conference, St. Catherine’s, ON, May 30, 2014.
Penning, Margaret J. & Zheng Wu. Marital Status, Childlessness, and Social Support among Older Canadians. Paper presented at the annual meengs of Populaon Associaon of America, Boston, April 30 – May 3, 2014.
Roland, K., & Chappell, N.L. The role of symptom presenta&on in demen&a caregiver burden and self– esteem. Internaonal Conference of Alzheimer’s Disease and Demena, Valencia, Spain, Sept 2014.
Schimmele, Christoph M. & Zheng Wu. Racial Status, Coping, and Depression in Canada. Paper presented at the Fourteenth Internaonal Conference on Social Stress Research, Vancouver, June 7 – 9, 2014.
Wu, Zheng, Christoph M. Schimmele & Feng Hou. Co-Ethnic Contact and Trust. Paper presented at the Naonal Conference on New Urbanizaon, Floang Populaon, and Social Integraon in China, Beijing, July 5, 2014.
Zhou, Min. Public Environmental Skep&cism: A Cross-Na&onal and Mul&-Level Analysis. American Sociological Associaon
Annual Meeng, San Francisco, August 2014.

Thanks to all who contributed and to Logan Macnair for assistance with copy-edi&ng.

